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A Doll House
Written by Henrik Ibsen
Directed by Tommy Wedge

Henrik Ibsen's landmark 1879 drama of
marriage and the individual is
transported into the world of 1950's
television. As Torvald Helmer and his
wife Nora prepare to celebrate his
managerial promotion at Christmas, a
pair of visitors, Christine Linde and Nils
Krogstad, separately knock on their
door. As Nora faces her past and
reexamines her present, she realizes her
home is not the idyllic sitcom she
imagined it to be. Before she can unlock
her future, though, she must slam shut
the door on her black and white world.

Performance Information:
April 14—April 17, 2021 @ 7:30pm
April 18, 2021 @ 3:00pm
All performances will be accessed
digitally and can be purchased here.

A Note From the Director
I have always been attracted to the story and history of Joan of Arc on a very personal
level. This is not my first project with her as the subject matter and each time I dive into her
story I find new things I had not known or thought about before. I am not referring to merely
factual information as much as I am themes, her personal journey, and things about her that
resonate with me.
Many of us are familiar with her story. It is one of myth and legend. A young girl asked
by voices from God to save France by battling the English and giving them a new King. As a
creative team embarking on telling Joan’s story, we had had many discussions about Joan as a
historical figure, Joan as a saint, Joan as a warrior, and Joan as a girl. We discovered one of the
overriding themes for all of these incarnations of Joan was FAITH. We asked ourselves the
question: What does faith mean to you? As we discussed this as a cast and crew the thoughts
were wide and various. It became an excellent jumping off place for all of us as we headed into
rehearsal and the creative work needed to create the production. It is a question I will continue
to ask even after the performances are over.
No matter what source you reference for information about Joan of Arc, the details are
the same. She is faithful to her voices, the church, and saving France. It is within her struggle
with the things she finds important and has put her faith in clash or confuse her that the real
drama of Joan is seen. One of the most famous quotes from Joan of Arc is “I was born for
this.” In this quote we can see her faith leading her to fulfill her mission. In the end, standing
up for her faith brought her life to a terrible end, but we can look to each choice she made for
inspiration.
In our work on the production, the question of Joan being a hero was brought up.
Through the lens of HERO, we can see many inspiring moments in Joan’s story. What group
may see Joan as their hero? Is she a hero for women? Is she a hero for teens? Is she a hero for
Christians? Is she a hero for perseverance? Is she a hero for faith? Is she a hero for loyalty?
The list of questions could go on and on. The discussion about heroes and our personal
connections to them helped the creative team and actors find new ways of relating to the
storytelling and Joan for our production.
The playwright, Darrah Cloud, presents Joan as a teenaged girl with strong ties to her
family, friends, and the church. Darrah has pared away the myth usually surrounding Joan and
allows us to see a seventeen-year-old we can relate to and someone the audience can care
about. I have enjoyed thinking of Joan this way and hope you will too.
-Peggy Mead-Finizio

A Note from the Dramaturg
Joan the Girl of Arc by Darrah Cloud is a Theatre for Young Audiences adaptation of a story
that many of us are familiar with: a young girl named Joan who heard the voices of Saints
calling her to fight for France against England in the Hundred Years’ War. Joan’s faith was
tested when questioned about the validity of the voices, but Joan did not back down despite
the hierarchical, patriarchal, and papal rules arrayed against her. Joan led the French army to
victory time and time again, but was soon captured by the English. They questioned Joan relentlessly, then tried her for crimes against the church, claiming she was not of sane mind.
Still, Joan never abandoned the belief that her voices were real, and speaking to her as the
voice of God.
Charged with witchcraft and heresy, Joan of Arc was burned at the stake on May 30, 1431.
Many adaptations of Joan of Arc have been written, but few of them by women. In writing
Joan the Girl of Arc, Darrah Cloud is giving Joan her voice back, and condensing her story in
a way that is powerful in prose and universal in message. Notice how Joan was charged with
heresy, not blasphemy, and for going to war as a female, which at the time was unheard of.
The irony of Joan’s plight is that she simply followed the voices of the Saints due to a steadfast faith in her God. Joan chopped off her hair and dressed in pants “like a man,”which was
used as another crime against her. It took Joan several months of receiving and relaying
prophecies from her voices to get anyone to listen to her, and several more months of begging
those in authority to believe her. This says something about the power structure of the Catholic church as well as the patriarchy in 15th century France: that Joan being a young woman of
faith had everything to do with her struggles.
So even though this is “Theatre for Young Audiences, do not be misled.. Joan’s story spans
generations and stands the test of time. Joan is a message of feminine power, inner strength,
and enduring faith: in her God and, crucially, in herself. Joan’s perseverance and strength as a
nineteen-year-old woman in a society that is actively working against her is not so unlike the
plight that many women continue to face today.
As you watch Joan the Girl of Arc, I encourage you to consider the same questions Joan
faced:
What is faith, and what does faith mean to me?
Am I willing to fight for what I believe in no matter the consequences?

-Rhiannon Hall
For more of Joan’s journey, please explore our virtual lobby display.

Joan’s Voices: The Saints
Saint Catherine is the patron saint of unmarried girls,
students, and apology. At age 14 she had a vision of Mary
and Jesus and became a well known scholar and
Christian. She rejected the proposal of the Roman
emperor Maxentius who had her imprisoned and tortured
out of anger. Still, she did not abandon her faith. He sent
her to the breaking wheel, which by some miracle was
said to have shattered when she approached it.
Throughout her imprisonment, Catherine continued to
convert those around her to the Christian faith. Maxentius
had her beheaded for continuously disobeying and
refusing his hand. (St. Catherine)
Saint Margaret is the patron saint of the falsely accused and
the mentally ill. She spent her time in King Malcolm’s court
writing religious reforms, working with the poor, and with orphans. Oftentimes, she focused on her work with the less fortunate before she took care of herself, leading her to become malnourished because she did not eat very much.
She is also known in non-Western cultures as Saint
Marina. Saint Marina refused to break her vow of virginity to
sleep with a Roman Prefect, and he, in turn, had her
imprisoned. There, the devil himself appeared to her, in the
form of a dragon. She beat the dragon with a hammer, survived
countless acts of torture from the emperor, and through prayer
she continued to survive. Throughout her plight, a dove flew
down to her three different times and promised her she would
be well in the house of the Lord. (St. Margaret)
Saint Michael is the patron of soldiers and sickness. He
is not actually a saint,’ rather, he is an archangel with
several known responsibilities. Some of his
responsibilities include to protect and champion the
church and all Christians, fight Satan himself, call
people to judgement in heaven from Earth, and walk
with the faithful to the gates of heaven when they die.
St. Michael is called upon for protection in dangerous
situations or in battle. It is said that St. Michael’s voice
can be heard in a crisis and his aura seen when under
stress. He provides courage, strength, and resilience,
and is a defender of those who are faithful to God. He is
also known to visit people when they are in particular
need of reassurance of their faith. (St. Michael )
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